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BrazilBrazil’’s growth performance over the past s growth performance over the past 
25 years has been disappointing...25 years has been disappointing...
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...in line with Latin America...in line with Latin America



Look at initial conditions in 1960:Look at initial conditions in 1960:
How did Brazil do? How did Brazil do? 

Extend Extend SalaSala--ii--Martin (2004) analysis using the 18 variables identified as Martin (2004) analysis using the 18 variables identified as 
““deep determinantsdeep determinants””, as well an extended set, including financial , as well an extended set, including financial 
development, terms of trade growth, and fiscal policy volatilitydevelopment, terms of trade growth, and fiscal policy volatility. . 

Results show that:Results show that:

The The ““deep determinantsdeep determinants”” explain growth across countries relatively well, explain growth across countries relatively well, 
but less so for Brazil.but less so for Brazil.

BrazilBrazil’’s average growth performance was significantly s average growth performance was significantly betterbetter than than 
predicted on average for all countries based on initial conditiopredicted on average for all countries based on initial conditions in 1960.ns in 1960.

Other variables (volatility of terms of trade, income distributiOther variables (volatility of terms of trade, income distribution, level of on, level of 
financial development), do not improve the explanatory power of financial development), do not improve the explanatory power of the the 
models. Volatility of terms of trade seems to matter more than fmodels. Volatility of terms of trade seems to matter more than fiscal iscal 
policy volatility.policy volatility.



Look at the some growth determinants over Look at the some growth determinants over 
time. How does Brazil stand out? time. How does Brazil stand out? 

Sharp rise in government consumption since Sharp rise in government consumption since 
1980. 1980. 

Sharp rise in the relative price of investment Sharp rise in the relative price of investment 
since 1980.since 1980.

High dependency on international liquidity or High dependency on international liquidity or 
external conditions.external conditions.
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Used Used LoayzaLoayza’’ss (2005) framework to estimate the (2005) framework to estimate the 
impact on growth of several determinantsimpact on growth of several determinants

Dynamic model of per capita GDP growth using a panel dataset Dynamic model of per capita GDP growth using a panel dataset 
(with variables defined for 5(with variables defined for 5--year averagesyear averages

Sample period extended back to 1970 for Brazil, but reduced Sample period extended back to 1970 for Brazil, but reduced 
number of: 40 and 62number of: 40 and 62

Assess how well the determinants help explain BrazilAssess how well the determinants help explain Brazil’’s real per s real per 
capita growth rate.capita growth rate.



What are some of the key growth determinants?What are some of the key growth determinants?

Macroeconomic PoliciesMacroeconomic Policies

Lack of Price StabilityLack of Price Stability
Real Exchange rate misalignmentReal Exchange rate misalignment
Systemic banking crisesSystemic banking crises

Structural FactorsStructural Factors
Trade OpennessTrade Openness
Government burdenGovernment burden
Public InfrastructurePublic Infrastructure
Relative Price of InvestmentRelative Price of Investment

External ConditionsExternal Conditions

Terms of Trade shocks (growth rate)Terms of Trade shocks (growth rate)
International liquidity/BOP pressureInternational liquidity/BOP pressure



Models track BrazilModels track Brazil’’s growth relatively well.s growth relatively well.

Actual and Predicted Per-Capita Growth Rate
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““Macro mattersMacro matters””

Price Instability, Trade Openness,
 and Real Exchange Rate Misalignment

(Contribution to per capita growth)
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““Macro mattersMacro matters””
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Structural factors continue to be a dragStructural factors continue to be a drag
Public Consumption and Cost of Capital

 (Contribution to percapita growth)
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External Conditions have also played an External Conditions have also played an 
important roleimportant role

External Factors: Liquidity Conditions and BOP Pressures
(Contribution to growth)
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To concludeTo conclude
Macroeconomic policies and several structural factors have becomMacroeconomic policies and several structural factors have become e 
““growth supportivegrowth supportive””..

Price stability, lack of systemic banking crises, and a flexiblePrice stability, lack of systemic banking crises, and a flexible exchange rate exchange rate 
regime, which has minimized risks of overvaluation.regime, which has minimized risks of overvaluation.
Trade liberalization and increased openness.Trade liberalization and increased openness.
Policy framework has led to less disruptive external shocks; lowPolicy framework has led to less disruptive external shocks; lower volatility er volatility 
of policy interest rates and international reserves.of policy interest rates and international reserves.

Other structural reforms are needed as additional sources and toOther structural reforms are needed as additional sources and to
further boost per capita growth.further boost per capita growth.

Reduce the high level of government consumption.Reduce the high level of government consumption.
Higher productivity, particularly in the tradable sector needs tHigher productivity, particularly in the tradable sector needs to follow o follow 
exchange rate exchange rate ““undershootingundershooting”” as an engine for trade openness.as an engine for trade openness.
Lower the cost of capital, reforms to further reduce the relativLower the cost of capital, reforms to further reduce the relative price of e price of 
investment and to lower real interest rates.investment and to lower real interest rates.

Models do not fully capture many of the complex factors associatModels do not fully capture many of the complex factors associated ed 
with Brazilwith Brazil’’s phenomenal growth and sharp deceleration, including s phenomenal growth and sharp deceleration, including 
the debt overhang of the 1980s and sudden stops of the 1990s. the debt overhang of the 1980s and sudden stops of the 1990s. 


